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Abstract. In this paper the authors make a brief introduction to the YADBrowser
project which includes the educational browser YADBrowser and its script language,
OPScript. The authors expose also some features added to it, with them the author of
an educational application can achieve more functionality and adaptation with less
code. Also the YADBrowser reduces the interactions with the server reducing the
response time and keeps a record of the actions and preferences of the user. These
new features were added to facilitate the creation of dynamical applications,
adaptable to student skills. They include “verbal” communication between objects,
XML object models and reusable methods.

1. Introduction
Internet has been highly used as an effective means for publishing information of any kind.
The Web is also a natural field for educational hypermedia applications [1]. Nevertheless it
is hard to construct contextbased adaptive Web applications for many reasons: static links
between documents, the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol, etc. In despite of these
problems authors are always creating applications, models, languages etc., to offer adaptive
educational applications to students according to theirs knowledge and skills [2, 3].
In order to create these educational applications it is very important to have
languages which easies the work of the developers, it is also necessary to consider that
sometimes authors of educational applications do not have a solid knowledge of
programming languages. So every tool must be powerful and easy to use for a wide set of
authors. Automatic generation of code and code reuse are also desirable characteristics for a
new language so many features can be added to a given application with less work. There
are some works related with the development of new browsers or script languages with

educational purposes [4]. There are also reports of the development of browsers for general
and specific domain applications. An interesting example is the Grendel browser [5], this
browser allows the user to script the browser user interface, the browser’s HTTP
interactions, and the browser’s rendering of documents. To do so the authors define a
language, CrossJam, similar to Lisp, using it the user can perform a great degree of
customization. Other authors have notice that collaborative browsing is more valuable than
lonely browsing for educational purposes, so there are reports of tools for collaborative
browsing [6]. Another issue is browsers adaptable to computing resources, location of the
user, etc, [7].
There are other issues between authors; one of the most important of them is the
production of frameworks which facilitate the creation of educational applications using
current technologies. In this field, for example, the Avante architecture [8], and the MTeach
framework [9] can be found. Another important issue is semantic relationships and
consistency in hypermedia. There is also great interest in lesson components and
courseware reusing [10, 11].
2. Brief Introduction to the OPScript Language and the Educational Browser
YADBrowser
The OPScript language [12, 13, 14] is the script language of the educational browser
YADBrowser which main objective is to develop a browser suitable for educational
applications with a language that allows a fast development of these applications and other
facilities like persistence of selected information in browser memory, lesson components
reuse, etc. Some authors have stated the advantages of saving information in the main
memory of a given browser [15]. Persistent additions can be very useful in educational
applications, because they reduce the response time, the code needed to create a given
application, etc.; for this reason the YADBrowser and the OPScript language includes many
features to persist information in browser memory. When information is saved in browser
memory, bandwidth and time can be saved. There is a great interest in bandwidth saving
and many techniques including sharing information between browsers have been reported
[16, 17]. Also, the YADBrowser includes an object model with a wide collection of objects
adapted to educational applications; there are reports of the development of object models
for Web applications to save effort and time [18].
An important member of the object model of the YADBrowser is the TUser class,
only one object of this class is created for session and it is available in every page using
client side code. This object keeps user generated information such as pages visited by him
or her, score obtained in the solution of exercises and other information related to the user
profile. Also the TUser class defines methods to add application specific information
related with the user and to later request that information. This information can be useful to
decide what content must be shown to the user, and contentbased adaptive applications can
make use of it to display information according to user knowledge and skills. For example
the target of a given link could be redefined according to the level of a given user, beginner,
intermediate or expert, or a graph of actions necessary to operate a medical equipment can
vary according to the level of the user and to a given pathology selected by him. This
information can be present in the User object and used on demand, by the way interactions
with the server can be reduced because the information is always present in the browser
overcoming this way the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol.

Another important aspect is the markup language used by the YADBrowser which is
a subset of HTML 4.01 [19]. Some additions have been made to this subset for achieving a
better adaptation to educational applications requirements. Between these additions the
more important is the pattern tag which allows defining some content that should be reused
in several Web pages, this way it is possible to define a content once and use it several
times, maybe adapting it when necessary. Patterns are another way of defining persistent
information. Some authors have created new markup languages for domain specific
applications some of them are XML based languages [20], the language defined by these
authors, named MeML, was created for publishing mathematical content on Internet.
Initially the OPScript language was defined as a language without types, like
JavaScript [21], nevertheless at present it defines the following types: integer, string,
boolean and object. With these types it is possible to check better the correctness of
programs, which is desirable even when code complexity can increase a little. The language
is similar to Object Pascal but has some elements of the C++ language, for example
variables declaration. OPScript has constructions to define what classes, methods or fields
has to persist to be used in a coming page, decreasing this way the bandwidth needed and
also the time to respond to a user generated event.
The experience obtained with the development of this project could show what
characteristics are desirable in a language and a browser created specially for educational
applications or what should be included in a standard browser to make it more suitable for
educational applications.
In this article some features included lately in the OPScript language will be
exposed, which make the language suitable to develop dynamical educational applications,
reduce the amount of code necessary to implement them and the programming skill needed
to create a given project.

3. Metadata and Reusable Methods
Metadata have proven to be very useful when used in programming languages, even in
aspect oriented programming (AOP), they have proven to be very useful, for references
about AOP see [22, 23]. They allow annotating a field, a class, a method, etc., metadata can
be obtained later by reflection and special treatment can be done to a given programming
element according to the metadata applied to it. In OPScript metadata can be defined by
placing it in brackets before the element to be annotated. This is shown in the following
fragment of code:
TStudent =
class
string [level] fLevel;
end;

Later if it is needed to retrieve a field annotated by a metadata it can be used a set of
functions present in every object, because they belong to the Object class and in OPScript
every class inherits by default from this class. In OPScript metadata are the main support to
the reusable method concept. A reusable method is one that can be called by objects of
different classes, no matter which is the original class that defines the method. Using the
sample code above the field could be retrieved inside a reusable method like this:
var

string s;
begin
...
s := GetStringFieldVal('level');
...
end;

The function used above to retrieve the field is applied to the calling object, no
matter its class. When a reusable method is called it is executed as if it were a method of the
calling object class. Actually what happens is that a class lends a method to another class
and, no matter this fact, everything works properly. This can be confusing, but is very
useful. To make a method reusable, it can not access the fields of the current object directly,
but through metadata. Reusable methods decrease the amount of application code, making
it simpler and they are an important component of the feature exposed below, “verbal”
communication between objects.

4. Verbal Communication between Objects
This new feature makes possible the interaction of two objects without additional
programming and with almost no knowledge between the objects. The relation between the
objects is created automatically whenever it is necessary by the browser. So the creation of a
Web application can be reduced, at least an important part of the process, to the inclusion of
some objects in several pages and allowing the browser to link them automatically. With
verbal communication, two objects can interact even if the interfaces of one or both objects
change or even if any of them changes almost completely.
Verbal communication is important because it speeds up programming and makes
the development of useful and real educational applications easier to people with less
knowledge of programming languages. The following sample code shows how verbal
communication works in OPScript:
TExercise = class
needs Play;
fields
string [mediafile] fPath;
methods
procedure PlayMedia();
begin
ExecuteVerb('Play');
end;
end;
TPlayer = class
methods
procedure DoPlay();
var
string Path;
begin
Path := GetStringFieldVal('mediafile');
...
end;
offers Play(DoPlay);
end;

In the sample code above, with the use of a hypothetical example, it is shown how
two classes can communicate with each other by using verbal communication. See the use

of the keywords needs and offers, the TExercise class needs to interact with a class offering
the Play verb, as long as the TPlayer class offers it, the link between both classes is made
automatically. In the offers part after the verb and in parentheses, it must appear a method
name, this is the method that will be executed when the verb is required.
See also that this method has no parameters, to access the information contained in
the calling object at execution time the metadata are used. This facilitates the
communication with different objects of different classes, no matter their types or
interfaces; of course at execution time there can be problems if an object does not have a
field annotated with the correct metadata, but the programmer can prevent multiple
possibilities and in the worst case to do nothing appear to be the better option. Finally, see
that the ExecuteVerb method present in every object is the trigger to make the link with an
object that offers a given verb. This method can be called in response to a user generated
event or when the application reaches a given state.
It is important noting that any class can be included dynamically in the object model
in response to a user generated event, the download of a new page, etc., anytime a new class
is added to the object model the browser automatically looks for matching between classes
offering verbs and classes needing them.
Due to verbal communication a given object can interact easily with more than one
object during the lifetime of the application, without noting it. This can facilitate the
adaptation of an educational application to the skills and knowledge of a given student,
because a given object without any change can interact with different objects which have
different information or behavior depending on the answer to a question or the selection of
the correct option in a given exercise or situation exposed to the student by an educational
application.
Verbal communication between objects reduces development time and complexity. It
is known that the development of software components can considerably reduce the
development time of any application and its complexity, now with verbal communication
the objects can define how the communicate with each other, without the need of the
developer knowing exactly how they interact, the parameters that are necessary to pass and
what to do with the resulting data. Course, verbal communication has to evolve, but it offers
many facilities which make it valuable in the development of educational applications.
Suppose for example that a developer with not too much experience has a wide set of
classes, developed by experienced programmers, these classes can communicate with each
other by using verbs; his work is reduced a great deal because verbal communication
reduces the time to tie the model and the amount of errors that can appear supposing that
the original set of classes does not have errors. As a side effect, objects that communicate
with other objects by verbal communication are simpler and can be more easily reused than
objects that do not.
5. XML Object Models
The YADBrowser allows extracting object models represented in files using the XML
language. XML has many properties which make it suitable to represent object models: it is
a well known language, simple even for people with less knowledge about computing
technologies; it has an intrinsic hierarchical representation, etc. So XML is a natural
language to represent object models which can take advantage of XML hierarchical
representation to reduce the amount of declarations needed to express the interrelations and
properties of a given object model.

To extract an object model from an XML file the YADBrowser follows the following
conventions:
• Every XML node will be converted into an object of the language, every attribute of
the node will be a field of the object with the value and type of the attribute, this
way is almost unnecessary to implement explicitly a constructor for a given object.
• If in the XML file a node named “node1” belong to another node named “node2”
the object corresponding to “node2” will be the owner of the object corresponding
to “node1”.
• For all the nodes with the same name it is created a class which represents them all.
Every class declares a list of objects in case it is needed to contain any object,
especially objects corresponding with XML nodes. All lists have the same name,
and methods to make operations with the list like adding, deleting, inserting, etc.,
are included in every class automatically, reducing the amount of code that should
be included in the XML file to define the behavior of the model classes.
• Every node should include a property named “id”, which will be the name of the
resulting object. If any XML node includes a property which value is the “id” of any
object this will be interpreted as an existing relation between both nodes which will
be represented in the resulting object model. So the topological structure of the
model is constructed automatically.
XML files representing object models can be downloaded at any time according
with application needs. To download an object model from a XML file dynamically can be
done in OPScript with a piece of code as the following:
var
Object Graph;
begin
...
Graph := XMLModel.LoadModelFrom('XMLModels\BeginnerGraph.xml');
...
end;

In the sample code above “XMLModel” is an object of the OPScript language which
has the method “LoadModelFrom”, it receives the path of a XML file and returns an object
that corresponds with the root node of the XML file. To represent object models in XML
files has many advantages:
• The dynamical addition of object models to the current application model. Initially
the main components of a page can be downloaded and later a model which can vary
according with applications needs, student skills or both, can be downloaded on
demand.
• It is necessary to code less because of the advantages of the XML language
mentioned above.
• It is a simpler way of defining an object model so persons with less knowledge of
programming languages should find easier to define an object model using XML
than using an imperative programming language.
Let us see how a model defined in a XML file looks like:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?>
<graph id='Root' CurrentNode='Start'>
<methods>
<!
procedure ProcessEvent();
var

integer i, event;
Node Current;
Link tmpLink;
integer terminate;
begin
terminate := 0;
event := GetIntegerFieldVal('eventdata');
Current := this.CurrentNode;
i := 0;
while (i < Current.fItemsList.Count()) and (terminate = 0) do
begin
tmpLink := Current.fItemsList.Objects(i);
if tmpLink.Event = event
then
begin
terminate := 1;
this.CurrentNode := tmpLink.Node;
end
else i := i + 1;
end;
if i = Current.fItemsList.Count() then Messages.Alert('Incorrect
Action');
end;
procedure Reset();
begin
this.CurrentNode := this.fItemsList.Objects(0);
end;
>
</methods>
<verb name='ChangeEvent' offers='true' method='ProcessEvent' />
<verb name='VReset' offers='true' method='Reset' />
<node id='Start' name='StartNode'>
<link id='LStartOn' node='On' event='1' />
</node>
<node id='On'>
<link id='LOnPulsoElectrodo' node='PulsoElectrodo' event='10' />
<link id='LOnOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='PulsoElectrodo'>
<link id='LPulsoElectrodoElectrodo' node='Electrodo' event='11' />
<link id='LPulsoElectrodoOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Electrodo'>
<link id='LElectrodoSincronismo' node='Sincronismo' event='12' />
<link id='LElectrodoOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Sincronismo'>
<link id='LSincronismoEnergia' node='Energia' event='3' />
<link id='LSincronismoOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Energia'>
<link id='LEnergiaEnergia' node='Energia' event='3' />
<link id='LEnergiaPaleta1' node='Paleta1' event='6' />
<link id='LEnergiaOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Paleta1'>
<link id='LPaleta1Paleta2' node='Paleta2' event='7' />
<link id='LPaleta1Off' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Paleta2'>
<link id='LPaleta2Carga' node='Carga' event='8' />
<link id='LPaleta2Off' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Carga'>
<link id='LCargaDescarga' node='Descarga' event='13' />

<link id='LCargaOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Descarga'>
<link id='LDescargaSincronizar' node='Sincronismo' event='12' />
<link id='LDescargaOff' node='Off' event='5' />
</node>
<node id='Off' />
</graph>

The fragment above shows a model created for a real application. It defines a graph,
its nodes and the relations between them. The graph represents the steps a doctor must
follows to employ a medical equipment used in case of a heart attack or other heart
pathology. The graph is added to the application dynamically and is used to know if the user
is following the correct steps for the equipment to function properly. The application, under
development at present, is a tutorial to teach how to use the medical equipment. In the
sample above fItemsList is the list automatically added by the browser, see also the methods
it has, fParent is a field present in every object to access its owner and Current is a field that
points to a given child, all of them are conventions that follow the YADBrowser when it
loads a model from a XML file done to reduce the amount of code needed to define the
model. See also in the sample above how it is possible to define a method or a set of
methods that belong to a XML node.
6. Educational Importance of the New Features added to the OPScript Language
The new features of the OPScript language exposed in this paper can help authors building
adaptivehypermediabased systems, but before seeing how this is possible it will be
explained how all the features commented in this paper interact between them. The sample
code above is a XML file that represents an object model, so it is an XML object model. In
this file it is possible to see two verb tags. They are verbs offered by the Graph class
defined in the XML file. These verbs offer theirs behaviour through two methods:
ProcessEvent and Reset the first one looks for a valid node in the graph after the generation
of an event by the user, the second restarts Start as the current node, this can be necessary to
start an exercise again, etc., these methods are reusable methods and are lend by the Graph
class to a class, not represented here, which will interact with the Graph class. To do so the
counter part does not have to know what methods are offered by the Graph class, in fact it
not even knows that it is interacting with a class named Graph, at a given moment it could
continue interacting with another class which represents the valid answers to an exercise in
any way, in fact in the real application it is possible to interact with different Graph classes
according to the level of the student and to a previously selected pathology. Considering
that the XML files can be downloaded on demand it is possible using these features to
obtain a great degree of adaptation and in a dynamic way.
The idea behind this is that using the features exposed in this paper it is possible to,
in a Web application, send to the student a page with selected static information, static in
the sense that it is since the moment it arrive, present in the browser, and later according to
her preferences or to some other characteristics it is possible to download an object model,
that will be added to the already downloaded model, and will interact with it transparently.
The so downloaded object model can be obtained using the user model represented in the
server side of the application. In the sample code shown above that XML file corresponds
to a beginner student, so the object model downloaded dynamically is related with the user
model of the given student. The rest of the client side application, the one that has been

downloaded previously is able to interact with this XML model or with a model created to
an expert student; its programming, definition, etc. can be the same. So the difference is in
the XML model and what makes possible the interactions of the same objects with different
models no matter the level or preferences of a given student are: “verbal” communication
between objects and reusable methods.
The advantages for educational applications are the adaptation that can be obtained,
the dynamism, because a XML model can be downloaded at any time without changing the
current page, without a noticeable delay for the student and because the part that depend
most on the student can be added to the application at any moment, it can be generated
dynamically no matter what has been already send to the student through Internet because
the communication using verbs is so flexible that it can adapt itself to almost any scenario.
7. Conclusions
In this paper authors have exposed the new features added to the OPScript language, these
features have been added to achieve more adaptation using techniques in the client side of a
Web application, this project could benefit a lot if it could be joined to models that could
achieve the adaptation from the server side of a Web application, created to employ
OPScript as the client side script language, like the LAOS model [24].
Authors have shown that applications could be more easily adapted to students’
skills and knowledge using the features exposed, because by using verbal communication a
given object can interact with different objects in different moments during the application
lifetime without special coding. By downloading whole object models represented in XML
files the application can be adapted easily to the necessities, responses, etc., of the student.
Code added automatically to those object models reduce the effort needed to develop the
final application. Finally the features mentioned work based upon the reusable method and
metadata features, which make method sharing and reusing between classes possible.
In this paper it have been included some portions of code of a developing project.
This project will show to doctors and paramedics how to operate a medical equipment, this
project is been created using all the features of the OPScript language mentioned in this
paper.
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